Position Opening: Summer Research Assistant

Overview
The ACC lab (PI: Angela Gutchess) at Brandeis University examines the effects of age and culture on memory and social processes through various techniques. More information about our research can be found at www.brandeis.edu/gutchess/

About the Summer Project
Culture, which represents shared life experiences, can shape cognition and memory. Specifically, we are investigating how culture influences vision and memory. The summer project will combine data collection and analysis of behavioral & EEG data, as well as some exposure to fMRI methods.

Position Details
• The RA will become familiar with experimental methods used in social and cognitive studies and will be involved in recruiting and testing participants, setting up studies, developing stimuli and analyzing results.
• The RA will be expected to work at the ACC lab full time and be provided with a stipend
• Members of underrepresented groups are especially encouraged to apply

For full consideration, please submit your application by March 2, 2020 through https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfBMndOxExOy3_rAxy5_l-DfdasoU4rRQnf6lz12wnsNLCyjwg/viewform?usp=pp_url
Please contact tonglin@brandeis.edu if you encounter any problems with the application.